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1. Current Software Practice

Software exists to fulfill needs that individuals and organizations have. Software is a complex artifact that fulfills those needs by providing services, while consuming reasonable levels of resource and conforming to constraints from its context. To develop software, developers bring their design knowledge to bear, translating their understanding of the requirements by adapting existing code and creating new specialized code. Unfortunately, the design knowledge and its rationale are usually not captured in a useful form.

In our view, software should be treated as a formal composition of requirement specifications, models, library components, design abstractions (e.g. system architecture patterns, design patterns, algorithm patterns, etc.), datatype refinements, optimizations, and other specialized code generation techniques. We call this composition the derivation structure of the software. Our intent is that a machine could execute a derivation structure to generate code, effectively mechanically replaying a summary of the developer’s design process.

Current practice leaves the derivation structure informal and largely unrecorded, giving rise to critical deficiencies:

- **Cost of evolution** – Most of the cost of software over its lifecycle results from adapting the code to meet changing requirements. Without an explicit derivation structure, there can be little in the way of machine support for software evolution.
- **Lack of confidence** – The design and evolution process leaves behind little or no evidence that the artifact achieves its goals. How do I as a buyer know that a product has the functionality that it claims? How do I know that it operates safely and securely in my environment? What evidence can I examine to determine the validity of the advertised features of the product?

To address these deficiencies, a science of design providing solid foundations for software engineering will focus on derivation structure as the essence of software. A derivation structure provides better localization and modularization of concerns than code does. Software is more than source/binary code, software is its derivation structure.

2. Derivational Software Engineering

Software exists to fulfill needs that individuals and organizations have. As these needs evolve, they are reflected in changing requirements on software systems. Some changes are purely technological, as in the need to migrate to newer platforms, but most reflect the need for new or modified features and services. Needs also arise to deal with changing features of the operating environment of software, such as the increasing presence of malware and non-benign users. Overall, changing requirements are the driver of the software development and evolution process.

In this view, the software lifecycle is primarily defined by a sequence of requirements. Secondarily, each requirement has an associated derivation structure. The design decisions taken in the development of code for an initial requirement for a system would be recorded as its derivation structure. Subsequently, an incremental change to the requirements would trigger the need for an incremental change to the derivation structure, which includes changed code. The challenge and promise of a derivational approach is to treat incremental change to a derivation structure as a problem-solving process admitting automated solutions, leading to increased automation and lower cost due to reuse of the previous derivation structure. The issue is knowing when
to follow the previous derivation structure and when to depart from it, generating new structure. In summary, the initial system design derives from the initial requirements, and subsequent evolution steps are driven by requirements changes.

Requirement specifications capture the conditions under which stakeholders find a candidate implementation acceptable. The requirements community has developed a rich collection of techniques for composing requirements, exploring tradeoffs, and moving towards formalization as specifications [24]. Requirements may be best expressed by a mixture of (1) models that capture features and properties of the system (e.g. of physical agents and domain-specific requirements), and (2) logical formulas that decide the acceptable behaviors of the system. The models define an overapproximation (i.e. superset) of the desired system behaviors, and the logical conditions serve to eliminate unacceptable behaviors. The most familiar logical requirements are safety and liveness properties, which are expressible as predicates on traces. Qualitative (i.e. nonfunctional) requirements are often given by preferences over coarse-grain utility measures on traces.

In a derivational approach, it is not necessary that logical requirements are ever complete. First, the incremental adaptation of derivation structure to changing requirements allows for a process that starts with incomplete requirements and slowly “trains” the development process/tools by incrementally adding in new requirements. That is, in a requirements-driven process, it may be better to incrementally develop the requirements, so that with each new requirement increment, the developers work on the corresponding increment to the derivation structure. Second, models often provide a more concise means for capturing requirements and given infrastructure than through logical formulas. The issue is ensuring that the features and properties embodied in models are preserved by the derivation in the final code.

It should be obvious that all code embodies some requirements, whether or not they reflect actual needs. And it is also true that feedback from stakeholders is needed to capture the actual requirements. The initial requirements may be a crude approximation of what they will end up as. The goal is to develop a succession of approximations that converge to requirements that all stakeholders find acceptable. Over the lifecycle, as the needs of stakeholders evolve, so will the requirements. The software lifecycle is a sequence of requirements that are more-or-less acceptable to the stakeholders. The job of software engineers is to supply the tools and design-knowledge formalizations that permit an automated, incremental generation of derivation structures accompanying this sequence of approximate requirements. If we regard the code generated from intermediate requirements as prototypes, then the prototypes can be run for stakeholders to gain further insight into the adequacy of the requirements, un Concerned about the inertial cost of modifying the prototype (since it and its successors will be generated).

In our view, the process of transforming requirement specifications to code is via a sequence of refinement steps. Each refinement embodies a design decision, replacing a design on one level (initially the combined models and formulas that comprise the requirement specifications) with a more detailed design at the next. Under certain mathematical conditions, refinements can be shown to preserve properties. The key to generating certification evidence as a part of the code derivation process is to ensure that the refinements in the derivation structure (1) preserve the features and properties embodied in initial models, and in the designs at various levels of refinement, and (2) enforce and preserve any logically specified requirements during refinement.

Aspect-oriented and feature-oriented programming provide some rough special cases of derivational design: modular statements of requirement intent are mechanically translated into code scattered throughout an intermediate-level design [2, 5, 14, 23].

3. Directions for Future Research

Several key research issues arise from the view of software as a refinement-based derivation structure in a requirements-driven lifecycle.

1. **Filling the semantic gap between requirements and code**
   - Where does the information come from to fill the large gap between requirements and code? What is the nature of the refinement steps and how do they arise?

Compilers fill in their gap by instantiating rules for translating constructs from one language to another. Requirement-level specifications often do not have computational content so there may not be a ready set of source-to-source translation rules. Some refinement-based methods such as VDM, B [1], and the Praxis’ Spark methodology [4] rely on manually invented refinements and their post-hoc verification. This is an expensive process under requirements evolution.

In our view, most software can be treated as the routine composition of well-known design abstractions, as described in textbooks on system architectures, design patterns, algorithms, data structures, and so on. Capturing those reusable design abstractions and making them available for machine application will facilitate the construction (and incremental reconstruction) of derivation structures.

The informal capture of design abstractions is not a novel or little-known idea. Software architecture patterns [8], design patterns [13], frameworks, generic programming [3], template/schema-based programming, generative programming [11], higher-order functions, domain-specific generators, product-lines [10], libraries, etc. all are motivated by a similar objective: to capture common patterns of computation so that they can be built once and reused often [7]. The cost of building them is amortized over many uses. However, the abstraction mechanisms listed, typically are not represented in a way that they can be applied mechanically. Similarly, they do not provide much support for their correctness argument; design abstractions are most commonly thought of as a means for improving programmer productivity and facilitating requirement changes.

The formal capture of design abstractions has seen less effort, but it naturally builds on and extends the previously mentioned approaches. The benefits of formalizing design abstractions include mechanical application and the co-generation of code and certification...
evidence. Work on the formalization of algorithm theories, datatype refinements, and various optimization techniques can be found in [15, 9, 19], including a taxonomy of algorithm theories [20] and the beginnings of a taxonomy of system architecture theories [22]. The creative effort is to develop design theories that are (1) abstract enough to cover a range of concrete design problems, yet (2) structured enough to admit tractable machine support for instantiation.

Domain-specific generators that are based on codified design abstractions and that transform user-specified problem requirements into certifiable code provide viable instances of this approach [6, 12, 16, 17]. Most approaches to code reuse aim to separate common code/structure from variation points (code libraries are the extreme case where there is little or no variation). Attaching properties to the common structure, and attaching constraints on variation points provides a first step towards supporting the generation of certification evidence at the same time that code instances are generated.

The upshot is the need for a research program of codifying best-practice design abstractions in such a way that (1) they can be efficiently instantiated to meet requirement-level specifications, and (2) evidence for the consistency between the specifications and the instance can be co-generated and then efficiently checked by an external observer.

2. Requirements-driven change – What kinds of tools can support the adaptation of a derivation structure to a requirements change? In a derivational approach, evolution is effected by a local change to requirements, followed by a process of propagating the change through the derivation structure, re-establishing a consistent refinement chain from top (requirements) to bottom (code). Detection and treatment of inconsistencies between requirements or between requirements and previous design decisions motivate the exploration of trade-offs and the choice of alternative design abstractions. Significant research is needed to develop both theoretical foundations and practical methods for re-establishing a globally consistent derivation structure after change to a local part. Significant levels of automation for this process seem possible.

This is a topic that has received scant attention, partly because well-developed machine support for derivation is needed before the issue of incremental rederivation comes to the foreground.

3. Automated inference tools to instantiate design abstractions – Some form of deductive inference is needed to specialize design abstractions to requirements and context in a way that generates formal evidence of consistency. Inference tools are needed to calculate instances of design abstractions that are correct-by-construction and tailored to context.

The inference techniques underlying model checking, abstract interpretation, and other forms of theorem-proving and analysis, provide sound methods for reasoning about the properties and behaviors of software. Work on derivational approaches to software has traditionally built on and extended techniques used for post-hoc verification of code. Derivational software engineering has characteristic needs beyond those of program verification, especially (i) constructive techniques for finding witnesses to existential propositions, (ii) constraint solvers, and (iii) methods for propagating properties through models and patterns. Current efforts to develop fast specialized inference engines (SAT, SMT, combined decision procedures) are especially important in providing efficient automatic support for constructing refinements.

4. Generation of certification evidence – A formalized design abstraction can be associated with an abstracted proof (or other form of evidence). The inference tools constructing a refinement from the abstraction can then also generate formal evidence for the refinement; that is, evidence of the consistency between the source and target of the refinement [21]. Evidence for the consistency of each refinement can be composed in a natural way in order to provide evidence for the consistency of a refinement chain [21].

The derivational approach to software provides fresh avenues of research for established subareas of Computer Science. It offers to provide integration opportunities between communities that tend to have little interaction and who should be seen as parts of a larger whole, including

- Requirements engineering
- Formal specification languages and logics
- Domain-specific languages and models
- System architecture patterns and modeling formalisms
- Design patterns
- Model-Driven Development
- Formal refinement methodology
- Algorithms, data structures, optimizations
- Deductive inference, combined decision-procedures and constraint-solvers
- EDA (hardware synthesis tools)
- Resource mapping and optimization

For example, increased interaction between the requirements, specification, and system architectures communities would seem to be natural. Current research in architectures is mostly oriented toward modeling and verification. To support formal derivation, research is needed into techniques for propagating (global) requirement constraints through the structure of the architecture so as to infer (local) constraints on components. This requires an integrated understanding of requirements, requirement specifications, formal architecture patterns/theories, efficient deductive propagation mechanisms, and so on. Formal capture of architecture patterns and propagation techniques for refining them may require advances in theory. Currently there is a large gap between the basic relevant theory (e.g. coalgebraic/coinductive structure, concurrent games, game logic, mechanism design),
and the conceptions of software engineers regarding the system-level patterns that constitute best-practice design; e.g. [8, 13, 18].

4. Concluding Remarks

Software exists to fulfill needs that individuals and organizations have. An ultimate end of software engineering is providing the tooling to meet those needs through an automated requirements-driven process of creating and evolving software. It may be increasingly true that “most software creators are not software professionals”. Software engineers then become the meta-engineers that create the tooling to allow “software creators” to capture and evolve their requirements and automatically generate certifiable software-based services, without needing to know the details of the underlying derivation structures. The design abstractions necessary to provide that level of automation become the focus of software engineer’s efforts. Our view is that a skilled software engineer’s insights and creativity are best captured in reusable design abstractions. There is higher leverage to be obtained from the effort to develop reusable design abstractions than from serially creating ad-hoc codes. This forecasts a shift, as more developers move from programming to designations than from serially creating ad-hoc codes. This forecasts a shift, as more developers move from programming to designations than from serially creating ad-hoc codes.
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